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Reviewer's report:

Major Revisions:
Page 13. Deciding the scope of the intervention belongs in Step four and should be moved the the discussion of that step.
Page 15. Under Step two, the outcome for the intervention should be more specific to state the targeted amount of time and frequency or total time to be spent in moderate intensity physical activity. To simple say an increase in to general.

Minor Revisions:
page 2. paragraph 3. insert to between how aid implement
page 9. paragraph 1. insert a between of and protocal
page 10. par 1. self-efficacy is and individul's confidence in performing a behavior not ability.
page 10. par 2. replace final component with final determinant
page 14 PAR 2 insert activity between physical and as
page 19 last paragraph insert and between finalised and their
page 21 par 2 insert the between is and time-consuming
insert us between allowed and to
page 23 par 1. delete or explain use of sustainable since at this point it is not known if the intervention is sustainable.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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